Abstract-This paper discusses early work by Komamiya in Reed-Muller and arithmetic expressions for switching functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
A recent discussion [3] shows the origins and earlier work on bitlevel and word-level polynomial expressions for switching and multiple-valued (MV) functions. It was motivated by the study in [17] , where the references are restricted mainly to Western research work. These polynomial expressions are related to both spectral representations and differential operators for discrete functions. The coefficients in such representations can be interpreted as some spectral transform coefficients [4] or values of discrete differential or difference operators for discrete functions [5] , [19] . In this paper, we provide further information on the earlier work in this area and some alternative points of views.
In this paper, we will discuss the relation between logical expressions and arithmetic expressions. In these expressions, we often use a symbol x a . However, the interpretation of this symbol depends on the context. When the symbol x a is used in an logical expression, it represents the literal function
However, when x a is used in an arithmetic or in a Reed-Muller expression, it represents the exponentiation function
It is very confusing to use the same symbol to denote two different functions in a paper. Therefore, we will use the symbol (x0a) to represent the literal function and x a to denote the exponentiation function, since we will mainly talking about arithmetic expressions. Note that (q) is the delta function such that (q) = 1, if q = 0, and (q) = 0, if q 6 = 0.
II. WORKS BY KOMAMIYA
Two theorems have been formulated in [11] , [15] based on the work of Komamiya (1922 Komamiya ( -1993 [7] - [9] .
Theorem 1 (Arithmetic Expressions): Let x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n be binary variables and r be an integer defined by r = x1 +x2 +1 11+xn, where + is the integer addition [7] . Let the binary representation of r be (y k ; y k01 ; . . . ; y 1 ; y 0 ) 2 ; y i 2 f0;1g; ( 
Then yi = SB(n; 2 i )
where SB(n; k) is an n-variable symmetric function represented by the EXOR sum of all the products consisting of k positive literals. Also, we define as SB(n; 0) = 1 [12] SB(n; 0) = 1
For example, consider the network that represents the sum of eight inputs as a binary representation. The network has x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x 8 as inputs and y3; y2; y1; y0 as outputs. Then . . x a n :
Then, (f T ) T = f . f T is called the Reed-Muller spectrum of f and the operator (1) T :
f ! f T defined by (3) is called the Reed-Muller transform.
It should be noted that in [15] , Theorem 2 is written by using literal functions, while in this paper, it is written by using exponentiation functions. Therefore, they look different. Also, in [11] , Nozaki introduced the symbol Table I shows relations between operations in logical expressions and arithmetic expressions.
A. Arithmetic Expressions
Theorem 1 shows that Komamiya worked with arithmetic expressions of switching functions. A justification for this remark is in the following. In the left-hand side of (1), Komamiya assumed (0; 1) C coding of logical variables, while in the right-hand side of (1), he assumed (0; 1) GF (2) coding, where C is the field of complex numbers and GF (2) is the Galois field of order 2. Thus, he implicitly used Similarly, he also used y 8 z = y + z 0 2yz:
We will consider the case n = 3 to make it clear. In this case, (1) In this case, (1) is reduced to From these relations, we have Thus, we have verified the correctness of (1) for n = 3.
It is interesting to note that Aiken's team used arithmetic operations in expressions describing arithmetic circuits of the Harvard Mark 3 and 4 computers [1] . They preferred the factored form rather than the expanded form of arithmetic expressions. Aiken mentioned in the preface of [1] that arithmetic expressions may be useful to design arithmetic circuits. Komamiya used arithmetic expressions to design adders [9] . In October 1952, Komamiya completed a pilot model of a relay computer at a research center of Japanese Government [6] .
Theorem 1 is also used to realize symmetric functions by lookup table-type field programmable gate arrays [16] . A system of switching functions, e.g., outputs of an arithmetic circuit, can be represented by a single arithmetic expression instead of a set of logical expressions. In [10] , multiple-output functions are efficiently represented by arithmetic expressions. Recently, decision diagrams are used to represent arithmetic expressions compactly. The relationships between decision diagrams and arithmetic expressions are discussed in [20] .
B. Reed-Muller Transform
In Theorem 2, Komamiya converted a logical expression (2) into a Reed-Muller expression (3). Between (2) and (3), he used the relation f (x x x) = a a a f (a a a); (x 1 0 a 1 ); (x 2 0 a 2 ); . . . ; (x n 0 a n ): (6) Note that the products (x 1 0 a 1 ); (x 2 0 a 2 ); . . . ; (x n 0 a n ) represent the minterm functions and they are pairwise disjoint for different a = (a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n ). On the other hand, the products Between (2) and (6), Komamiya replaced the literal functions with exponentiation functions to obtain the Reed-Muller transform.
In classical approaches of switching theory, logical expressions are considered as analytic representations of switching functions, where the addition is the logic OR. The Reed-Muller expressions are related to the Boolean ring in which the addition is EXOR. Komamiya discussed the relationship between the coefficients in the Reed-Muller expressions and the binomial coefficients, similarly to other authors attempting to establish a relation between the functions on the real field R and the discrete functions [4] , [5] . In this case, preserving the basic group structure in terms of EXOR where A i ; d i 2 f0; 1g is fundamental to the design of adders. Various kind of adders can be derived as its special cases. When n = 2, it corresponds to a half adder and when n = 3, it corresponds to a full adder.
In addition to the design theory of adders, his design methods involved a new approach to switching theory. The arithmetic and Reed-Muller expressions are particular examples of Fourier series-like expressions over different fields: the complex field C and the Galois field GF(2). Thus, Komamiya was among founders of switching theory as a particular area of applied mathematics.
Komamiya did not publish his work in an English journal, but published it as an internal report. (His paper is 40 pages long and requires considerable effort to understand it.) Therefore, his work was not well known except by Nozaki [11] . From January 1957, he spent a year at the Computation Laboratory, Harvard University, and from September 1962, he stayed at the Digital Computation Laboratory, University of Illinois.
Later, Komamiya noticed Sasao's work [12] and sent him related papers. Unfortunately, Sasao had not enough time to read them at that time. Later, when Sasao was writing a history of switching theory [15] , he rediscovered Komamiya's pioneering work. Unfortunately, it was many years after Prof. Komamiya had passed away.
